
Landform. strtvim. slope. and soil information was used with watershed historic files 
and photos to delineate landslide prone terrain for watershed assessments and most 

' 

timber sale analyses. Field reviews were used to refine those delineations. avoid areas 
of risk, or adjust prc)ject. designs to minimize risk. Watershed staff; sale layout 
foresters. mal-king crews. and sale achlinlstrators have become increasillgly skilled at 
liazard Identification am1 marking or harvest lmlt adjustment to minimize tasks. 

Effectiveness Monitoring: 

Effect?lvmess monitoring was documcw tecl for a study impleivented in 1987- 1988 
This study measurccl soil moisture nil n tractnr logged and dozer piled harvest unir at 
G p;iired stations, 2 soil depths: 6 arid 20 inches, and 2 soil conditions: mixed or 
displaccrl surhrt: soil (from dozcr 1)iling or skidding), anti intact surface soil. 
Ot~vious skid trails were not inrludrtf 111 s;~rnpling. Sampling sites were located on 
the ridge to avoid effects from u ~ x l ( ~ ~ ) v .  All plants were kept weeded out from around 
the sampling sites to minimize differential transpiration loss. 

Where the volcanic ash cap had been displaced or mixed with underlying material. 
soil water retention was very significantly lower throughout the growiiig season at both 
tiq)ths for the i~eriod of study, and for the soil profile as a whole irom 0-20 inches 
(11==0.000). Mean difference between impacted and unimpacted surface soils was 3.4 
percent for surface soil, 1.5 percent for s~ibsoil. and 2.9 percent for the weighted 
average. This probat)ly translates into lower moisture availability during the growing 
season and poorer plant growth, Trailsects wlthm the harvest unit indicated that an 
average of allnost 80 percent of this unit had soils similarly mixed or displaced by 
skidding or dozer piling. Recovery of native furbs and shrubs may he more highly 
affected by such disturbauce because of their reliance on vegetative propagation in the 
surface soil. This magnitude of soil disturbance has been frequently observed to 
result in vigorous colonization by non-native plant species adapted to soil 
disturbance, and prolonged early sera1 conditions favorable to gopher activity. 

The following graphs show trends in soil rn~listure for the growing season of 1987 for 
the surface soil, subsoil, and weighted average for the rooting zone. 
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E!ffectiveness monitoring of a spring prescribed burn on the South Fork C1earw:iter 
indicated no areas c.)f obser-vable soil erosion, However. burning in annual grasslands 
may promote ~ q a n s i o n  of annuals or noxious weeds, with consequent losses of 
surface litter and below ground organic matter that contribute to soil aggregation and 
stability over the long term. To address this issue, monitoring plots were installed on 
the 1999 Pinchot fire in the Selway Bitterroot wilderness to evaluate expansion of 
knapweed after fire, :~nd changes in ground cover and rill or gully erosion. 

Ten monitoring plots were also established on the Blanco prescribed burn to evaluate 
watershed response. Almut 97 percent of the area burned at low intensity. Bar soil 
averaged less than 5 to 10 percent, Nu rill or gully development was observed. Draws 
did not show evidence of increased erosion. 

Continued informal monitoring of road cut and fill revegetation has reaffirmed the 
need to develop sources of native, site-adapted seed or planting stovk for this and 
other revegetatlun work. 

Validation Monitoring: 

Data from the 1997 landslide inventory has not been compiled and analyzed. because 
of other forest prlorlties. (It has since been compiled in FY 2000 with the help of a 
high - school volunteer. 1 

Monitoring Evaluation: 

Use of soil information in risk assessment, project analysis and design, and better 
understanding and mitigation of soil impacts associated with road construction, 
logging, and site pre~mration Is improving. 
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